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Abstract---COVID-19 is a coronavirus virus that does not belong to the Coronaviridae family. It was suggested that it originated in the Bats and was distributed to the people of Wuhan, China, in an anonymous way. When an infected person coughs, sneezes, or talks, COVID-19 is spread through respiratory droplets. By touching something dirty and touching the eyes, mouth, or nose, people can get sick. Ideally the incubation period of COVID-19 virus is between three and fourteen days. Nowadays, thousands of people are suffering from this deadly virus and many of them have been died because of this deadly disease. Symptoms of the disease are coughing, fever, sneezing, and sore throat, shortness of breath, headache, and fatigue. In both COVID-19 diagnoses, samples of upper and lower respiratory tract are collected and tested in a laboratory. X-rays and CT scans of the chest are also used to diagnose the disease. Currently, there is no specific treatment for this disease, and as a result there is a need to prevent the disease from spreading.
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Introduction

COVID-19 is a novel type of coronavirus that causes infections. Corona is abbreviated as CO, the virus is abbreviated as VI, and the disease is abbreviated as D. The disease was previously known as the 2019 novel coronavirus, or 2019-nCoV.1 Covid-19 is an RNA virus that is enclosed. It belongs to the Nidovirales...
order and the Coronaviridae tribe. Coronavirinae and Torovirinae are the two subfamilies of the Coronaviridae family. COVs are classified as alpha-, beta-, gamma-, and delta- COVs of the Coronavirinae subfamily. These viruses’ RNA genomes have been estimated to be between 26 and 32 kilobases in length, allowing them to be isolated from a variety of animal species. We can see these corona viruses under the microscope as they possess Crown like appearance. COVID-19 has become a public health concern because of the way it spreads from person to person. Since Covid-19 is a highly contagious virus, we should learn about its epidemiology, method of distribution, clinical features, diagnosis, care, and preventive measures to better achieve the disease.

**Epidemiology**

The disease has the potential to affect people of all ages. The explanation for this is that the virus is spread by large droplets made up of sick people who cough and sneeze. According to the World Health Organization, there were 87,317 COVID-19 cases worldwide in March 2020, with 2,977 deaths. Only 3.42 percent of people with the disease have died as a result, meaning that the symptoms are mild. At the same time, China is reported to have a high number of cases and deaths. It has been recorded that Asia, especially China, has accounted for 92% of the total number of occurrences. The confirmed incidences are clinically diagnosed and laboratory-confirmed, which is significant. Furthermore, outside of Asia, the number of cases and deaths varies due to the disease’s continuing existence, population growth, monitoring and notification levels, and the timing of reduction strategies.

**Transmission**

It is possible to get the disease by contacting people who have it, as the disease spreads through the secretions of the respiratory tract, especially by coughing. As a result, close contact with people with COVID-19 will lead to transmission. Due to increased aerosol emissions, there is a risk of spreading to confined spaces in some cases. In addition, the virus can be transmitted from one person to another, which is the most common form of transmission. COVID-19 is still being distributed through close contact with polluted animals, human-to-human transmission, and environmental pollution. To begin, the first cases of COVID-19 were linked to direct contact with infected animals, as was the case at a seafood market in Wuhan, China. Importantly, the virus can be transmitted by handling infected objects. This occurs when it comes into contact with these surfaces and then transmits the virus to mucous membranes in the upper body, including the mouth, eyes, and nose. COVID-19 can survive on inorganic surfaces for up to six to nine days without disinfection, which has been checked and verified. As a result, COVID-19 can be distributed in a variety of ways, necessitating the need for people to be mindful of how it is spread in order to stay healthy at all times.

**Clinical features**

The clinical features of the disease vary, ranging from exacerbation of anorexia to respiratory depression to severe shock and general dysfunction. Appropriately, the disease has stages depending on the severity of the disease. Basically, it
includes the mild, moderate, and the divisive. Symptoms of this infection include cough, fever, fatigue, dry cough, headache, loosening of the bowels.\textsuperscript{13}

\textbf{Mild illness}

In this, the infected person may show the viral contamination of respiratory tract. the symptoms shown by the infected person are dry cough, mild fever, sore throat, malaise, nasal infection, headache. A recent study revealed that 81\% of the COVID-19 patients are mild in severity.\textsuperscript{14} at the same time people with mild symptoms can worsen into the critical symptoms.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{Reasonable illness}

Moderate level symptoms include breathing difficulty, cough, and tachypnea. These symptoms are likely to present symptoms but are somewhat different from mild symptoms.\textsuperscript{16}

\textbf{Sever illness}

In addition, key clients have a mortality rate of 49\%. Also, those with other health problems are at greater risk of dying. Diabetes (7.3 percent), lung problems (6.5 percent), lung failure (10.5 percent), high blood pressure (6\%), and oncological complications (5.6 percent) are common health risks.\textsuperscript{17} Symptoms such as fever, respiratory depression, and septic shock are common in very sick people.\textsuperscript{18} Diagnosis is medical at this stage, and health issues can be removed with the help of radiographic screening. Importantly, 5\% of those who contract the disease develop severe illnesses with symptoms such as respiratory failure, RNAemia, heart problems, or multiple organ dysfunction.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{Diagnosis}

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the United States has defined guidelines for an individual under investigation. When anyone is being investigated, immediate monitoring and management procedures should be implemented. 20 therapeutic considerations are used at the same time to assess the need for research. Within fourteen days of symptom onset, near contact with a disease-confirmed client is needed. It can also require any travel history to an affected area within fourteen days of the onset of symptoms. WHO specifically recommends collecting samples from people who have COVID-19. Following that, the samples are checked for viral RNA using the polymerase chain reaction. When the test results are satisfactory, it is recommended that the test be repeated for clarification. If the result is negative, however, it is necessary to replicate the procedure. COVID-19 is also detected using chest X-ray and CT imaging in suspects with a negative molecular diagnosis.\textsuperscript{12}

\textbf{Treatment}

To avoid the transmission of COVID-19 to other contacts, customers, and healthcare professionals, the first step in handling those suspected of having the virus is to isolate them properly. The minor illness should be treated at home by
remaining hydrated, eating well, and keeping a close eye on the fever and cough.\textsuperscript{21} Furthermore, those with COVID-19 symptoms should avoid taking antibiotics and antivirals on a regular basis, including oseltamivir.\textsuperscript{22}

**Prevention**

Prevention is problematic due to the lack of a specific cure for this viral disease. It is recommended that an affected individual with minor signs of this disease be isolated at home in the early stages. Individuals suspected of having the illness, on the other hand, were instructed to wear a surgical mask and practice cough hygiene.\textsuperscript{12} Initially, health-care staff were required to put on masks and wash their hands every 15 minutes. Much of this is that these healthcare professionals are the ones who are most at risk of contracting the disease because they are the ones who deal with patients on a regular basis.\textsuperscript{23} As a result, segregation, adequate sanitation, hand washing, and the use of personal protective devices, such as surgical masks, eye safety, gloves, and gowns, are all effective methods of COVID-19 avoidance.\textsuperscript{24}

**Conclusion**

This COVID-19 pandemic has changed everything. This pandemic changed the definition of normal life and presented a new definition of normal. This outbreak has challenged all the sectors across the world. Currently, this virus has caused many infections and deaths. As to stop the spread of this RNA virus we have to follow the isolation protocols and to maintain personal hygiene such that social hygiene will automatically get maintained. As the vaccine (Covaxin and Covishield) has been made over this RNA virus all should get vaccinated. Now we all have to accept this new normal and have to be normal with it.
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